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Grammar Rules: Making Comparisons/Being Logical 
 

 Much of our writing is simply making comparisons.  We say that one 
person is stronger than another person, one city is cleaner than another 
city... but sometimes when we illustrate these differences the meaning is not 
clear or logical.  Usually, we have to add words to our sentences to make the 
comparisons logical and clear. 
 
* Comparisons should be made between “like” or “similar” items.  To 
 compare unlike items is illogical and distracting.  Add words to 
 show clarity: 
 Incorrect: “Angie had an attention span longer than her sisters.”   
  It is illogical to compare an attention span to people. 
 Correct: “Angie had an attention span longer than that of her sisters.” 
  This sentence now compares attention span to attention spans.  
 
 Incorrect: “Eric preferred the restaurants in Philadelphia to Pittsburgh.” 
  It is illogical to compare a restaurant to a city. 
 Correct:  “Eric preferred the restaurants in Philadelphia to those in  
          Pittsburgh.” 
  This sentence now compares restaurants to restaurants. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
* Sometimes the word “other” must be inserted to make a comparison 
 logical and clear: 
 Incorrect:  “Chicago is larger than any city in Illinois.” 
 Chicago is in Illinois...Chicago cannot be larger than itself. 
 Correct:  “Chicago is larger than any other city in Illinois.” 
 Now this sentence shows exactly what is meant. 
 
 Incorrect: “Steve Austin is stronger than any pro wrestler.” 
 Austin is a pro wrestler...He cannot be stronger than himself. 
 Correct:  “Steve Austin is stronger than any other pro wrestler.”  
 Now this sentence has clarity, and it’s obvious that the writer knows 
 what he/she is talking about.   
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* Sometimes the word “as” needs to be inserted to clarify meaning and 
 to make the comparison logical: 
 Incorrect:  “Chase is talented as every other actor.” 
 This sentence says that Chase is talented, and that every other actor 
 is also talented.  What the sentence lacks is something showing that 
 a comparison is being made. 
 Correct:  “Chase is as talented as every other actor.” 
 Now this sentence says that Chase’s talent is at least equal  to that of 
 the other actors.  It makes a comparison. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
* Comparisons should be complete enough to ensure clarity.  Readers 
 should understand what is being compared: 
 Incorrect:  “Teal is a lighter color.” 
 This sentence does not compare the color’s lightness to any other 
 color’s lightness. 
 Correct:  “Teal is a lighter color than Navy blue.” 
 Now this sentence compares two like things, saying one is lighter 
 than the other one. 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
* Finally, there should be no ambiguity (lack of clarity) about the 
 comparison’s meaning.  In the following sentence, two 
 interpretations are possible: 
 Ambiguous and Incorrect:  “Mr. King helped me more than Sam.” 
 Now, does the sentence mean that Sam helped me more than Mr. 
 King  did, or that Mr. King helped Sam more than he helped me? 
 
 Clear and Correct:   “Mr. King helped me more than he helped Sam.” 
 Clear and Correct:   “Mr. King helped me more than Sam did.” 
 Now these comparisons are entirely clear and logical. 
 


